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Chapter 3

Solving for a Variable as an
Unknown Quantity and
Applications

Aside from simplifying algebraic expressions and graphing functions, solving equations is one of the most
important concepts in mathematics. To successfully manipulate an equation, you must understand and be
able to apply the rules of mathematics.

Mathematical equations are used in many different career fields. Medical researchers use equations to
determine the length of time it takes for a drug to circulate throughout the body, botanists use equations
to determine the amount of time it takes a Sequoia tree to reach a particular height, and environmental
scientists can use equations to approximate the number of years it will take to repopulate the bison species.
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In this chapter, you will learn how to manipulate linear equations to solve for a particular variable. You
already have some experience solving equations. This chapter is designed to help formalize the mental
math you use to answer questions in daily life.

3.1 Solving 1-Step and 2-Step Equations
When an algebraic expression is set equal to another value, variable, or expression, a new mathematical
sentence is created. This sentence is called an equation.
Definition: An algebraic equation is a mathematical sentence connecting an expression to a value,
variable, or another expression with an equal sign (=).
Consider the theme park situation previously discussed. Suppose there is a concession stand selling burgers
and French fries. Each burger costs $2.50 and each order of French fries costs $1.75. You and your family
will spend exactly $25.00 on food. How many burgers can be purchased? How many orders of fries? How
many of each type can be purchased if your family plans to buy a combination of burgers and fries?
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The underlined word exactly lends a clue to the type of mathematical sentence you will need to write to
model this situation.
These words can be used to symbolize the equal sign:
Exactly, equivalent, the same as, identical, is
The word exactly is synonymous with equal, so this word is directing us to write an equation. Using the
methods previously learned, read every word in the sentence and translate each into mathematical symbols.
Example 1: Your family is planning to only purchase burgers. How many can be purchased with $25.00?
Solution:
Step 1: Choose a variable to represent the unknown quantity, say b for burgers
Step 2: Write an equation to represent the situation: 2.50b = 25.00

Step 3: Think. What number multiplied by 2.50 equals 25.00
The solution is 10, so your family can purchase exactly ten burgers.
Example 2: Translate the following into equations:
a) 9 less than twice a number is 33.
b) Five more than four times a number is 21.
c) $20.00 was one-quarter of the money spent on pizza.
Solutions:
a) Let ‘‘a number” be n. So, twice a number is 2n.
Nine less than that is 2n − 9.
The word is means the equal sign, so 2n − 9 = 33

b) Let ‘‘a number” be x. So five more than four times a number is 21 can be written as: 4x + 5 = 21

c) Let ‘‘of the money” be m. The equation could be written as 1
4m = 20.00

Definition: The solution to an equation or inequality is the value (or multiple values) that make the
equation or inequality true.
Using statement (c) from example 2, find the solution.
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1
4

m = 20.00

Think: One-quarter can also be thought of as divide by four. What divided by 4 equals 20.00?
The solution is 80. So, the money was $80.00.
Checking an answer to an equation is almost as important as the equation itself. By substituting the value
for the variable, you are making sure both sides of the equation balance.
Example 3: Check that x = 5 is the solution to the equation 3x + 2 = −2x + 27.
Solution: To check that x = 5 is the solution to the equation, substitute the value of 5 for the variable, x:

3x + 2 = −2x + 27
3 · x + 2 = −2 · x + 27
3 · 5 + 2 = −2 · 5 + 27

15 + 2 = −10 + 27
17 = 17

Because 17 = 17 is a true statement, we can conclude that x = 5 is a solution to 3x + 2 = −2x + 27.
Example 4: Is z = 3 a solution to z2 + 2z = 8?
Solution: Begin by substituting the value of 3 for z.

32 + 2(3) = 8
9 + 6 = 8

15 = 8

Because 15 = 8 is NOT a true statement, we can conclude that z = 3 is not a solution to z2 + 2z = 8.
In 4 – 11, define the variables and translate the following statements into algebraic equations.

4. Peter’s Lawn Mowing Service charges $10 per job and $0.20 per square yard. Peter earns $25 for a
job.

5. Renting the ice-skating rink for a birthday party costs $200 plus $4 per person. The rental costs
$324 in total.

6. Renting a car costs $55 per day plus $0.45 per mile. The cost of the rental is $100.
7. Nadia gave Peter 4 more blocks than he already had. He already had 7 blocks.
8. A bus can seat 65 passengers or fewer.
9. The sum of two consecutive integers is less than 54.
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10. An amount of money is invested at 5% annual interest. The interest earned at the end of the year is
greater than or equal to $250.

11. You buy hamburgers at a fast food restaurant. A hamburger costs $0.49. You have at most $3 to
spend. Write an inequality for the number of hamburgers you can buy.

In 12 – 15, check that the given number is a solution to the corresponding equation.

12. a = −3; 4a + 3 = −9
13. x = 4

3 ; 3
4 x + 1

2 = 3
2

14. y = 2; 2.5y − 10.0 = −5.0
15. z = −5; 2(5 − 2z) = 20 − 2(z − 1)

In 20 – 24, find the value of the variable.

20. m + 3 = 10
21. 6 × k = 96
22. 9 − f = 1
23. 8h = 808
24. a + 348 = 0
25. Using the burger and French fries situation, give three combinations of burgers and fries your family

can buy without spending more than $25.00.
26. Solve the avocado inequality from example 6 and check your solution.
27. You are having a party and are making sliders. Each person will eat 5 sliders. There will be seven

people at your party. How many sliders do you need to make?
28. The cost of a Ford Focus is 27% of the price of a Lexus GS 450h. If the price of the Ford is $15000,

what is the price of the Lexus?
29. On your new job you can be paid in one of two ways. You can either be paid $1000 per month plus

6% commission of total sales or be paid $1200 per month plus 5% commission on sales over $2000.
For what amount of sales is the first option better than the second option? Assume there are always
sales over $2000.

30. Suppose your family will only purchase orders of French fries using the information found in the
opener of this lesson. How many orders of fries can be purchased for $25.00?

One-Step Equations
You have been solving equations since the beginning of this textbook although you may not have recognized
it. For example, in a previous lesson, you determined the answer to the pizza problem below.
$20.00 was one-quarter of the money spent on pizza.
1
4m = 20.00 What divided by 4 equals 20.00?
The solution is 80. So, the amount of money before buying the pizza was $80.00.
By working through this question mentally, you were applying mathematical rules and solving for the
variable m.
Definition: To solve an equation means to write an equivalent equation that has the variable by itself
on one side. This is also known as isolating the variable.
In order to begin solving equations, you must understand three basic concepts of algebra: inverse operations,
equivalent equations, and the Addition Property of Equality.
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Inverse Operations and Equivalent Equations
In lesson 1.2, you learned how to simplify an expression using the order of operations: Parentheses,
Exponents,Multiplication andDivision completed in order from left to right, andAddition and Subtraction
(also completed from left to right). Each of these operations has an inverse. Inverse operations ”undo”
each other when combined.
For example, the inverse of addition is subtraction. The inverse of an exponent is a root.
Example 1: Determine the inverse of division.
Solution: To undo dividing something, you would multiply.
By applying the same inverse operations to each side of an equation, you create an equivalent equation.
Definition: Equivalent equations are two or more equations having the same solution.

The Addition Property of Equality
Just like Spanish, Chemistry, or even music, mathematics has a set of rules you must follow in order to
be successful. These are called properties, theorems, or axioms. These have been proven or agreed upon
years ago so you can apply them to many different situations.
For example, The Addition Property of Equality allows you to apply the same operation to each side
of the equation, or ‘‘what you do to one side of an equation you can do to the other.”
The Addition Property of Equality
For all real numbers a, b, and c:
If a = b, then a + c = b + c.

Solving One-Step Equations Using Addition or Subtraction
Because subtraction can be considered ‘‘adding a negative,” the Addition Property of Equality also works
if you need to subtract the same value from each side of an equation.
Example 2
Solve for y: 16 = y − 11.
Solution: When asked to solve for y, your goal is to write an equivalent equation with the variable y
isolated on one side.
Write the original equation 16 = y − 11.
Apply the Addition Property of Equality 16 + 11 = y − 11 + 11

Simplify by adding like terms 27 = y.
The solution is y = 27.
Example 3: One method to weigh a horse is to load it into an empty trailer with a known weight and
reweigh the trailer. A Shetland pony is loaded onto a trailer that weighs 2,200 pounds empty and re-weighed.
The new weight is 2,550 pounds. How much does the pony weigh?
Solution: Choose a variable to represent the weight of the pony, say p.
Write an equation 2550 = 2200 + p.
Apply the Addition Property of Equality 2550 − 2200 = 2200 + p − 2200
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Simplify 350 = p.
The Shetland pony weighs 350 pounds.
Equations that take one step to isolate the variable are called one-step equations. Such equations can
also involve multiplication or division.

Solving One-Step Equations Using Multiplication or Division
The Multiplication Property of Equality
For all real numbers a, b, and c:
If a = b, then a(c) = b(c)

Example 4
Solve for k : −8k = −96

Solution: Because −8k = −8 × k, the inverse operation of multiplication is division. Therefore, we must
cancel multiplication by applying the Multiplication Property of Equality.
Write the original equation −8k = −96.
Apply the Multiplication Property of Equality −8k ÷ −8 = −96 ÷ −8
The solution is k = 12.
When working with fractions, you must remember: a

b ×
b
a = 1. In other words, in order to cancel a fraction

using division, you really must multiply by its reciprocal.
Example 5: Solve 1

8 · x = 1.5.
The variable x is being multiplied by one-eighth. Instead of dividing two fractions, we multiply by the
reciprocal of 1

8 , which is 8.

�8
(1
�8
· x

)
= 8(1.5)

x = 12

Solving Real World Problems Using Equations
As was mentioned in the chapter opener, many careers base their work on manipulating linear equations.
Consider the botanist studying bamboo as a renewable resource. She knows bamboo can grow up to 60
centimeters per day. If the specimen she measured was 1 meter tall, how long would it take to reach 5
meters in height? By writing and solving this equation, she will know exactly how long it should take for
the bamboo to reach the desired height.
Example 6: In good weather, tomato seeds can grow into plants and bear ripe fruit in as little as 19
weeks. Lorna planted her seeds 11 weeks ago. How long must she wait before her tomatoes are ready to
be picked?
Solution: The variable in question is the number of weeks until the tomatoes are ready. Call this variable
w.
Write an equation w + 11 = 19

Solve for w by using the Addition Property of Equality.
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w + 11 − 11 = 19 − 11
w = 8

It will take as little as 8 weeks for the plant to bear ripe fruit.
Example 7: In 2004, Takeru Kobayashi, of Nagano, Japan, ate 531

2 hot dogs in 12 minutes. He broke his
previous world record, set in 2002, by three more hot dogs. Calculate:
a) How many minutes it took him to eat one hot dog.
b) How many hot dogs he ate per minute.
c) What his old record was.
Solution:
a) Write an equation, letting m represent the number of minutes to eat one hot dog. Then, 53.5m = 12

Applying the Multiplication Property of Equality,

53.5m
53.5

=
12

53.5
m = 0.224 minutes

It took approximately 0.224 minutes or 13.5 seconds to eat one hot dog.
Questions b and c are left for you to complete in the exercises.

Practice Set
Sample explanations for some of the practice exercises below are available by viewing the following video.
Note that there is not always a match between the number of the practice exercise in the video and the
number of the practice exercise listed in the following exercise set. However, the practice exercise is the
same in both. CK-12 Basic Algebra: One-Step Equations (12:30)

Solve for the given variable.
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Figure 3.1: One Step Equations (Watch Youtube Video)

http://www.youtube.com/v/9DxrF6Ttws4?f=videosamp;c=ytapi-CK12Fo
undation-Flexrwikiimport-fg5akohk-0amp;d=AT8BNcsNZiISDLhsoSt-gq

IO88HsQjpE1a8d1GxQnGDmamp;app=youtube_gdata

1. x + 11 = 7
2. x − 1.1 = 3.2
3. 7x = 21
4. 4x = 1
5. 5x

12 = 2
3

6. x + 5
2 = 2

3
7. x − 5

6 = 3
8

8. 0.01x = 11
9. q − 13 = −13
10. z + 1.1 = 3.0001
11. 21 s = 3
12. t + 1

2 = 1
3

13. 7 f
11 = 7

11
14. 3

4 = −1
2 · y

15. 6r = 3
8

16. 9b
16 = 3

8
17. Peter is collecting tokens on breakfast cereal packets in order to get a model boat. In eight weeks

he has collected 10 tokens. He needs 25 tokens for the boat. Write an equation and determine the
following information.

(a) How many more tokens he needs to collect, n.
(b) How many tokens he collects per week, w.
(c) How many more weeks remain until he can send off for his boat, r.

18. Juan has baked a cake and wants to sell it in his bakery. He is going to cut it into 12 slices and sell
them individually. He wants to sell it for three times the cost of making it. The ingredients cost him
$8.50, and he allowed $1.25 to cover the cost of electricity to bake it. Write equations that describe
the following statements.

(a) The amount of money that he sells the cake for (u).
(b) The amount of money he charges for each slice (c).
(c) The total profit he makes on the cake (w).

19. Solve the remaining two questions regarding Takeru Kobayashi.
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Two-Step Equations
Suppose Shaun weighs 146 pounds and wants to lose enough weight to wrestle in the 130-pound class. His
nutritionist designed a diet for Shaun so he will lose about 2 pounds per week. How many weeks will it
take Shaun to weigh enough to wrestle in his class?
This is an example which can be solved by working backward. In fact, you may have already found the
answer by using this method. The solution is 8 weeks.
By translating this situation into an algebraic sentence, we can begin the process of solving equations.
To solve an equation means to ‘‘undo” all the operations of the sentence, leaving a value for the variable.
Translate Shaun’s situation into an equation:

−2w + 146 = 130

This sentence has two operations: addition and multiplication. To find the value of the variable, we must
use both properties of Equality: The Addition Property of Equality and the Multiplication Property of
Equality.
Procedure to Solve Equations of the Form ax + b = some number:
1. Use the Addition Property of Equality to get the variable term ax alone on one side of the equation:

ax = some number

2. Use the Multiplication Property of Equality to get the variable x alone on one side of the equation:

x = some number

Example 1: Solve Shaun’s problem.
Solution: −2w + 146 = 130

Apply the Addition Property of Equality: −2w + 146 − 146 = 130 − 146

Simplify: −2w = −16

Apply the Multiplication Property of Equality: −2w ÷ −2 = −16 ÷ −2
The solution is w = 8.
It will take 8 weeks for Shaun to weigh 130 pounds.

Solving Equations by Combining Like Terms
Michigan has a 6% sales tax. Suppose you made a purchase and paid $95.12, including tax. How much
was the purchase before tax?
Begin by determining the noun that is unknown and choose a letter as its representation.
The purchase price is unknown so this is our variable. Call it p. Now translate the sentence into an
algebraic equation.

price + (0.06)price = total amount

p + 0.06p = 95.12

To solve this equation, you must know how to combine like terms.
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Like terms are expressions that have identical variable parts.
According to this definition, you can only combine like terms if they are identical. Combining like
terms only applies to addition and subtraction! This is not a true statement when referring to
multiplication and division.
The numerical part of an algebraic term is called the coefficient. To combine like terms, you add (or
subtract) the coefficients of the identical variable parts.
Example 2: Identify the like terms, then combine.
a) 10b + 7bc + 4c + −8b

Solution: Like terms have identical variable parts. The only terms having identical variable parts are 10b
and −8b. To combine these like terms, add them together.

10b + 7bc + 4c + −8b = 2b + 7bc + 4c

You will now apply this concept to the Michigan sales tax situation.
Example 3: What was the purchase amount above?
Solution: p + 0.06p = 95.12

Combine the like terms: p + 0.06p = 1.06p, since p = 1p

Simplify: 1.06p = 95.12

Apply the Multiplication Property of Equality: 1.06p ÷ 1.06 = 95.12 ÷ 1.06

Simplify: p = 89.74

The price before tax was $89.74.
The next several examples show how algebraic equations can be created to solve real world situations.

Example 4: An emergency plumber charges $65 as a call-out fee plus an additional $75 per hour. He
arrives at a house at 9:30 and works to repair a water tank. If the total repair bill is $196.25, at what time
was the repair completed?
Solution: Translate the sentence into an equation. The number of hours it took to complete the job is
unknown, so call it h.
Write the equation: 65 + 75(h) = 196.25

Apply the Addition Property and simplify:

65 + 75(h) − 65 = 196.25 − 65
75(h) = 131.25

Simplify: h = 1.75

The plumber worked for 1.75 hours, or 1 hour, 45 minutes. Since he started at 9:30, the repair was
completed at 11:15.
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Example 5: To determine the temperature in Fahrenheit, multiply the Celsius temperature by 1.8 then
add 32. Determine the Celsius temperature if it is 89◦F.
Solution: Translate the sentence into an equation. The temperature in Celsius is unknown; call it C.
Write the equation: 1.8C + 32 = 89

Apply the Addition Property and simplify:

1.8C + 32 − 32 = 89 − 32
1.8C = 57

Apply Multiplication Property of Equality: 1.8C ÷ 1.8 = 57 ÷ 1.8

Simplify: C = 31.67

If the temperature is 89◦F, then it is 31.67◦C.

Practice Set
Sample explanations for some of the practice exercises below are available by viewing the following video.
Note that there is not always a match between the number of the practice exercise in the video and the
number of the practice exercise listed in the following exercise set. However, the practice exercise is the
same in both. CK-12 Basic Algebra: Two-Step Equations (13:50)

Figure 3.2: Two-Step Equations (Watch Youtube Video)

http://www.youtube.com/v/tuVd355R-OQ?f=videosamp;c=ytapi-CK12Fo
undation-Flexrwikiimport-fg5akohk-0amp;d=AT8BNcsNZiISDLhsoSt-gq

IO88HsQjpE1a8d1GxQnGDmamp;app=youtube_gdata

3. Define like terms. Give an example of a pair of like terms and a pair of unlike terms.
4. Define coefficient.
5. Explain the procedure used to solve −5y − 9 = 74

Solve and check your solution.

9. 1.3x − 0.7x = 12
10. 6x − 1.3 = 3.2
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11. 5x − (3x + 2) = 1
12. 4(x + 3) = 1
13. 5q − 7 = 2

3
14. 3

5 x + 5
2 = 2

3
15. s − 3s

8 = 5
6

16. 0.1y + 11 = 0
17. 5q−7

12 = 2
3

18. 5(q−7)
12 = 2

3
19. 33t − 99 = 0
20. 5p − 2 = 32
21. 14x + 9x = 161
22. 3m − 1 + 4m = 5
23. 8x + 3 = 11
24. 24 = 2x + 6
25. 66 = 2

3k
26. 5

8 = 1
2(a + 2)

27. 16 = −3d − 5
28. Jayden purchased a new pair of shoes. Including a 7% sales tax, he paid $84.68. How much did his

shoes cost before sales tax?
29. A mechanic charges $98 for parts and $60 per hour for labor. Your bill totals $498.00, including

parts and labor. How many hours did the mechanic work?
30. An electric guitar and amp set costs $1195.00. You are going to pay $250 as a down payment and

pay the rest in 5 equal installments. How much should you pay each month?
31. Jade is stranded downtown with only $10 to get home. Taxis cost $0.75 per mile, but there is an

additional $2.35 hire charge. Write a formula and use it to calculate how many miles she can travel
with her money. Determine how many miles she can ride.

32. Jasmin’s Dad is planning a surprise birthday party for her. He will hire a bouncy castle, and will
provide party food for all the guests. The bouncy castle costs $150 dollars for the afternoon, and the
food will cost $3.00 per person. Andrew, Jasmin’s Dad, has a budget of $300. Write an equation to
help him determine the maximum number of guests he can invite.
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3.2 Multi-Step Equations
So far in this chapter you have learned how to solve one-step equations of the form y = ax and two-step
equations of the form y = ax + b. This lesson will expand upon solving equations to include solving
multi-step equations and equations involving the Distributive Property.

Solving Multi-Step Equations by Combining Like Terms
In the last lesson, you learned the definition of like terms and how to combine such terms. We will use the
following situation to further demonstrate solving equations involving like terms.
You are hosting a Halloween party. You will need to provide 3 cans of soda per person, 4 slices of pizza per
person, and 37 party favors. You have a total of 79 items. How many people are coming to your party?
This situation has several pieces of information: soda cans, slices of pizza, and party favors. Translate this
into an algebraic equation.

3p + 4p + 37 = 79

This equation requires three steps to solve. In general, to solve any equation you should follow this
procedure.
Procedure to Solve Equations:
1. Remove any parentheses by using the Distributive Property or the Multiplication Property of Equality:
2. Simplify each side of the equation by combining like terms.
3. Isolate the ax term. Use the Addition Property of Equality to get the variable on one side of the equal
sign and the numerical values on the other.
4. Isolate the variable. Use the Multiplication Property of Equality to get the variable alone on one side
of the equation.
5. Check your solution.
Example 1: Determine the number of party-goers in the opening example.
Solution: 3p + 4p + 37 = 79

Combine like terms: 7p + 37 = 79

Apply the Addition Property of Equality: 7p + 37 − 37 = 79 − 37

Simplify: 7p = 42

Multiplication Property of Equality: 7p ÷ 7 = 42 ÷ 7

The solution is p = 6.
There are six people coming to the party.

Solving Multi-Step Equations by Using the Distributive Property
When faced with an equation such as 2(5x + 9) = 78, the first step is to remove the parentheses. There
are two options to remove the parentheses. You can apply the Distributive Property or you can apply the
Multiplication Property of Equality. This lesson will show you how to use the Distributive Property to
solve multi-step equations.
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Example 2: Solve for x: 2(5x + 9) = 78

Solution: Apply the Distributive Property: 10x + 18 = 78

Apply the Addition Property of Equality: 10x + 18 − 18 = 78 − 18

Simplify: 10x = 60

Multiplication Property of Equality: 10x ÷ 10 = 60 ÷ 10

The solution is x = 6.
Check: Does 10(6) + 18 = 78? Yes, so the answer is correct.
Example 3: Kashmir needs to fence in his puppy. He will fence in three sides, connecting it to his back
porch. He wants the run to be 12 feet long and he has 40 feet of fencing. How wide can Kashmir make his
puppy enclosure?
Solution: Translate the sentence into an algebraic equation. Let w represent the width of the enclosure.

w + w + 12 = 40

Solve for w:

2w + 12 = 40
2w + 12 − 12 = 40 − 12

2w = 28
2w ÷ 2 = 28 ÷ 2

w = 14

The dimensions of the enclosure are 14 feet wide by 12 feet long.

Practice Set
Sample explanations for some of the practice exercises below are available by viewing the following video.
Note that there is not always a match between the number of the practice exercise in the video and the
number of the practice exercise listed in the following exercise set. However, the practice exercise is the
same in both. CK-12 Basic Algebra: Multi-Step Equations (15:01)

1. 3(x − 1) − 2(x + 3) = 0
2. 7(w + 20) − w = 5
3. 9(x − 2) = 3x + 3
4. 2

(
5a − 1

3

)
= 2

7

5. 2
9

(
i + 2

3

)
= 2

5

6. 4
(
v + 1

4

)
= 35

2
7. 22 = 2(p + 2)
8. −(m + 4) = −5
9. 48 = 4(n + 4)
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Figure 3.3: Multi-Step Equations (Watch Youtube Video)

http://www.youtube.com/v/a5uNoOnEy_A?f=videosamp;c=ytapi-CK12Fo
undation-Flexrwikiimport-fg5akohk-0amp;d=AT8BNcsNZiISDLhsoSt-gq

IO88HsQjpE1a8d1GxQnGDmamp;app=youtube_gdata

10. 6
5

(
v − 3

5

)
= 6

25
11. −10(b − 3) = −100
12. 6v + 6(4v + 1) = −6
13. −46 = −4(3s + 4) − 6
14. 8(1 + 7m) + 6 = 14
15. 0 = −7(6 + 3k)
16. 35 = −7(2 − x)
17. −3(3a + 1) − 7a = −35
18. −2

(
n + 7

3

)
= −14

3

19. −59
60 = 1

6

(
−4

3r − 5
)

20. 4y+3
7 = 9

21. (c + 3) − 2c − (1 − 3c) = 2
22. 5m − 3[7 − (1 − 2m)] = 0
23. f − 1 + 2 f + f − 3 = −4
24. Find four consecutive even integers whose sum is 244.
25. Four more than two-thirds of a number is 22. What is the number?
26. The total cost of lunch is $3.50, consisting of a juice, a sandwich, and a pear. The juice cost 1.5

times as much as the pear. The sandwich costs $1.40 more than the pear. What is the price of the
pear?

27. Camden High has five times as many desktop computers as laptops. The school has 65 desktop
computers. How many laptops does it have?

28. A realtor receives a commission of $7.00 for every $100 of a home’s selling price. How much was the
selling price of a home if the realtor earned $5,389.12 in commission?

Equations with Variables on Both Sides
As you may now notice, equations come in all sizes and styles. There are single-step, double-step, and
multi-step equations. In this lesson, you will learn how to solve equations with a variable appearing on each
side of the equation. The process you need to solve this type of equation is similar to solving a multi-step
equation. The procedure is repeated here.
Procedure to Solve Equations:
1. Remove any parentheses by using the Distributive Property or the Multiplication Property of Equality:
2. Simplify each side of the equation by combining like terms.
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3. Isolate the ax term. Use the Addition Property of Equality to get the variable on one side of the equal
sign and the numerical values on the other.
4. Isolate the variable. Use the Multiplication Property of Equality to get the variable alone on one side
of the equation.
5. Check your solution.

Karen and Sarah have bank accounts. Karen has a starting balance of $125.00 and is depositing $20 each
week. Sarah has a starting balance of $43 and is depositing $37 each week. When will the girls have the
same amount of money?
To solve this problem, you could use the ‘‘guess and check” method. You are looking for a particular week
in which the bank accounts are equal. This could take a long time! You could also translate the sentence
into an equation. The number of weeks is unknown so this is our variable, call it w. Now translate this
situation into an algebraic equation:

125 + 20w = 43 + 37w

This is a situation in which the variable w appears on both sides of the equation. To begin to solve for
the unknown, we must use the Addition Property of Equality to gather the variables on one side of the
equation.
Example 1: Determine when Sarah and Karen will have the same amount of money.
Solution: Using the Addition Property of Equality, move the variables to one side of the equation:

125 + 20w − 20w = 43 + 37w − 20w

Simplify: 125 = 43 + 17w

Solve using the steps from lesson 3.3:

125 − 43 = 43 − 43 + 17w

82 = 17w

82 ÷ 17 = 17w ÷ 17
w ≈ 4.82

It will take about 4.8 weeks for Sarah and Karen to have equal amounts of money.
Example 2: Solve for h : 3(h + 1) = 11h − 23
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Solution: First you must remove the parentheses by using the Distributive Property:

3h + 3 = 11h − 23

Gather the variables on one side:

3h − 3h + 3 = 11h − 3h − 23

Simplify:

3 = 8h − 23

Solve using the steps from lesson 3.3:

3 + 23 = 8h − 23 + 23
26 = 8h

26 ÷ 8 = 8h ÷ 8

h =
13
4

= 3.25

Multimedia Link: Watch this video - http://www.teachertube.com/viewVideo.php?video_id=55491&#38;title=Solving_-
equations_with_variables_on_both_sides for further information on how to solve an equation with a
variable on each side of the equation.

Practice Set
Sample explanations for some of the practice exercises below are available by viewing the following video.
Note that there is not always a match between the number of the practice exercise in the video and the
number of the practice exercise listed in the following exercise set. However, the practice exercise is the
same in both. Equations with Variables on Both Sides (9:28)

Figure 3.4: Equations with Variables on Both Sides (Watch Youtube Video)

http://www.youtube.com/v/xMsG9hvqzbY?f=videosamp;c=ytapi-CK12Fo
undation-Flexrwikiimport-fg5akohk-0amp;d=AT8BNcsNZiISDLhsoSt-gq

IO88HsQjpE1a8d1GxQnGDmamp;app=youtube_gdata
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1. 3(x − 1) = 2(x + 3)
2. 7(x + 20) = x + 5
3. 9(x − 2) = 3x + 3
4. 2

(
a − 1

3

)
= 2

5

(
a + 2

3

)
5. 2

7

(
t + 2

3

)
= 1

5

(
t − 2

3

)
6. 1

7

(
v + 1

4

)
= 2

(
3v
2 −

5
2

)
7. y−4

11 = 2
5 ·

2y+1
3

8. z
16 = 2(3z+1)

9

9. q
16 + q

6 = (3q+1)
9 + 3

2
10. 21 + 3b = 6 − 6(1 − 4b)
11. −2x + 8 = 8(1 − 4x)
12. 3(−5v − 4) = −6v − 39
13. −5(5k + 7) = 25 + 5k
14. Manoj and Tamar are arguing about how a number trick they heard goes. Tamar tells Andrew to

think of a number, multiply it by five and subtract three from the result. Then Manoj tells Andrew
to think of a number add five and multiply the result by three. Andrew says that whichever way he
does the trick he gets the same answer. What was Andrew’s number?

15. I have enough money to buy five regular priced CDs and have $6 left over. However all CDs are on
sale today, for $4 less than usual. If I borrow $2, I can afford nine of them. How much are CDs on
sale for today?

16. Jaime has a bank account with a balance of $412 and is saving $18 each week. George has a bank
account with a balance of $874 and is spending $44 dollars each week. When will the two have the
same amount of money?

17. Cell phone plan A charges $75.00 each month and $0.05 per text. Cell phone plan B charges $109
dollars and $0.00 per text.
(a) At how many texts will the two plans charge the same?
(b) Suppose you plan to text 3,000 times per month. Which plan should you choose? Why?

18. To rent a dunk tank Modern Rental charges $150 per day. To rent the same tank, Budgetwise charges
$7.75 per hour.
(a) When will the two companies charge the same?
(b) You will need the tank for a 24-hour fund raise-a-thon. Which company should you choose?
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3.3 Problem-Solving Strategies: Make a Table;
Look for a Pattern

This lesson focuses on two of the strategies introduced in the previous chapter: making a table and looking
for a pattern. These are the most common strategies you have used before algebra. Let’s review the
four-step problem-solving plan from a previous lesson.
Step 1: Understand the problem.
Step 2: Devise a plan – Translate. Come up with a way to solve the problem. Set up an equation, draw
a diagram, make a chart or construct a table as a start to begin your problem-solving plan.
Step 3: Carry out the plan – Solve.
Step 4: Check and Interpret: Check to see if you used all your information. Then look to see if the answer
makes sense.

Using a Table to Solve a Problem
When a problem has data that needs to be organized, a table is a highly effective problem-solving strategy.
A table is also helpful when the problem asks you to record a large amount of information. Patterns and
numerical relationships are easier to see when data are organized in a table.
Example 1: Josie takes up jogging. On the first week she jogs for 10 minutes per day, on the second week
she jogs for 12 minutes per day. Each week, she wants to increase her jogging time by 2 minutes per day.
If she jogs six days per week each week, what will be her total jogging time on the sixth week?
Solution: Organize the information in a table

Table 3.1:

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
10 minutes 12 minutes 14 minutes 16 minutes
60 min/week 72 min/week 84 min/week 96 min/week

We can see the pattern that the number of minutes is increasing by 12 each week. Continuing this pattern,
Josie will run 120 minutes.
Don’t forget to check the solution! The pattern starts at 60 and adds 12 each week after the first week.
The equation to represent this situation is t = 60 + 12(w − 1). By substituting 6 for the variable of w, the
equation becomes t = 60 + 12(6 − 1) = 60 + 60 = 120

Solve a Problem by Looking for a Pattern
Some situations have a readily apparent pattern, which means that the pattern is easy to see. In this case,
you may not need to organize the information into a table. Instead, you can use the pattern to arrive at
your solution.
Example 2: You arrange tennis balls in triangular shapes as shown. How many balls will there be in a
triangle that has 8 layers?
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One layer: It is simple to see that a triangle with one layer has only one ball.

Two layers: For a triangle with two layers we add the balls from the top layer to the balls of the bottom
layer. It is useful to make a sketch of the different layers in the triangle.

Three layers: we add the balls from the top triangle to the balls from the bottom layer.

We can fill the first three rows of the table.

1 2 3 4
1 3 6 6 + 4 = 10

To find the number of tennis balls in 8 layers, continue the pattern.

5 6 7 8
10 + 5 = 15 15 + 6 = 21 21 + 7 = 28 28 + 8 = 36

There will be 36 tennis balls in the 8 layers.
Check: Each layer of the triangle has one more ball than the previous one. In a triangle with 8 layers,
each layer has that many balls. When we add these we get:
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 = 36 balls
The answer checks out.

Comparing Alternative Approaches to Solving Problems
In this section, we will compare the methods of ‘‘Making a Table” and ‘‘Looking for a Pattern” by using
each method in turn to solve a problem.
Example 3: Andrew cashes a $180 check and wants the money in $10 and $20 bills. The bank teller gives
him 12 bills. How many of each kind of bill does he receive?
Solution: Method 1: Making a Table
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Tens 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
Twenties 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

The combination that has a sum of 12 is six $10 bills and six $20 bills.
Method 2: Using a Pattern
The pattern is that for every pair of $10 bills, the number of $20 bills reduces by one. Begin with the most
number of $20 bills. For every $20 bill lost, add two $10 bills.

6($10) + 6($20) = $180

Check: Six $10 bills and six $20 bills = 6($10) + 6($20) = $60 + $120 = $180.

Using These Strategies to Solve Problems
Example 4: Students are going to march in a homecoming parade. There will be one kindergartener, two
first-graders, three second-graders, and so on through 12th grade. How many students will be walking in the
homecoming parade?
Could you make a table? Absolutely. Could you look for a pattern? Absolutely.
Solution 1: Make a table:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

The solution is the sum of all the numbers, 91. There will be 91 students walking in the homecoming
parade.
Solution 2: Look for a pattern.
The pattern is: The number of students is one more than their grade level. Therefore, the solution is the
sum of numbers from 1 (kindergarten) through 13 (12th grade). The solution is 91.

Practice Set
Sample explanations for some of the practice exercises below are available by viewing the following video.
Note that there is not always a match between the number of the practice exercise in the video and the
number of the practice exercise listed in the following exercise set. However, the practice exercise is the
same in both. Word Problem Solving Strategies (12:51)

1. Go back and find the solution to the problem in Example 1.
2. Britt has $2.25 in nickels and dimes. If she has 40 coins in total how many of each coin does she
have?
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Figure 3.5: Word Problem Solving Strategies (Watch Youtube Video)
http://www.ck12.org/flexbook/embed/view/722

3. A pattern of squares is placed together as shown. How many squares are in the 12th diagram?

4. Oswald is trying to cut down on drinking coffee. His goal is to cut down to 6 cups per week. If he
starts 24 cups the first week, cuts down to 21 cups the second week, and 18 cups the third week, how
many weeks will it take him to reach his goal?

5. Taylor checked out a book from the library and it is now 5 days late. The late fee is 10 cents per
day. How much is the fine?

6. How many hours will a car traveling at 75 miles per hour take to catch up to a car traveling at 55
miles per hour if the slower car starts two hours before the faster car?

7. Grace starts biking at 12 miles per hour. One hour later, Dan starts biking at 15 miles per hour,
following the same route. How long would it take him to catch up with Grace?

8. Lemuel wants to enclose a rectangular plot of land with a fence. He has 24 feet of fencing. What is
the largest possible area that he could enclose with the fence?
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3.4 Ratios and Proportions
Ratios and proportions have a fundamental place in mathematics. They are used in geometry, size
changes, and trigonometry. This lesson expands upon the idea of fractions to include ratios and proportions.
A ratio is a fraction comparing two things with the same units.
A rate is a fraction comparing two things with different units.
You have experienced rates many times: 65 mi/hour, $1.99/pound, $3.79/yd2. You have also experienced
ratios. A ‘‘student to teacher” ratio shows approximately how many students one teacher is responsible
for in a school.
Example 1: The State Dining Room in the White House measures approximately 48 feet long by 36 feet
wide. Compare the length of the room to the width, and express your answer as a ratio.
Solution:

48 f eet
36 f eet

=
4
3

The length of the State Dining Room is 4
3 the width.

A proportion is a statement that two fractions are equal: a
b = c

d .
Example 2: Is 2

3 = 6
12 a proportion?

Solution: Find the least common multiple of 3 and 12 to create a common denominator.

2
3

=
8
12
,

6
12

This is NOT a proportion because these two fractions are not equal.
A ratio can also be written using a colon instead of the fraction bar.
a
b = c

d can also be read, ‘‘a is to b as c is to d” or a : b = c : d

The values of a and d are called the extremes of the proportion and the values of b and c are called the
means. To solve a proportion, you can use the cross products.
The Cross Products of a Proportion:
If a

b = c
d , then ad = bc.

Example 3: Solve a
9 = 7

6

Solution: Apply the Cross Products of a Proportion.

6a = 7(9)
6a = 63

Solve for a:

a = 10.5
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Consider the following situation: ‘‘A train travels at a steady speed. It covers 15 miles in 20 minutes. How
far will it travel in 7 hours, assuming it continues at the same rate?” This is an example of a problem that
can be solved using several methods, including proportions.
To solve using a proportion, you need to translate the statement into an algebraic sentence. The key to
writing correct proportions is to keep the units the same in each fraction.

miles
time

=
miles
time

miles
time

,
time
miles

You will be asked to solve this in the practice set.

Practice Set
Sample explanations for some of the practice exercises below are available by viewing the following video.
Note that there is not always a match between the number of the practice exercise in the video and the
number of the practice exercise listed in the following exercise set. However, the practice exercise is the
same in both. CK-12 Basic Algebra: Ratio and Proportion (10:25)

Figure 3.6: Ratio and Proportion (Watch Youtube Video)

http://www.youtube.com/v/WfqgFBGet7s?f=videosamp;c=ytapi-CK12Fo
undation-Flexrwikiimport-fg5akohk-0amp;d=AT8BNcsNZiISDLhsoSt-gq

IO88HsQjpE1a8d1GxQnGDmamp;app=youtube_gdata

Write the following comparisons as ratios. Simplify fractions where possible.
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1. $150 to $3
2. 150 boys to 175 girls
3. 200 minutes to 1 hour
4. 10 days to 2 weeks

Write the following ratios as a unit rate.

5. 54 hotdogs to 12 minutes
6. 5000 lbs to 250 in2

7. 20 computers to 80 students
8. 180 students to 6 teachers
9. 12 meters to 4 floors
10. 18 minutes to 15 appointments
11. Give an example of a proportion that uses the numbers 5, 1, 6, and 30
12. In the following proportion, identify the means and the extremes: 5

12 = 35
84

Solve the following proportions.

13. 13
6 = 5

x
14. 1.25

7 = 3.6
x

15. 6
19 = x

11
16. 1

x = 0.01
5

17. 300
4 = x

99
18. 2.75

9 = x
( 2

9)
19. 1.3

4 = x
1.3

20. 0.1
1.01 = 1.9

x
21. 5p

12 = 3
11

22. −9
x = 4

11
23. n+1

11 = −2
24. A restaurant serves 100 people per day and takes in $908. If the restaurant were to serve 250 people

per day, what might the cash collected be?
25. The highest mountain in Canada is Mount Yukon. It is 298

67 the size of Ben Nevis, the highest peak
in Scotland. Mount Elbert in Colorado is the highest peak in the Rocky Mountains. Mount Elbert
is 220

67 the height of Ben Nevis and
44
48 the size of Mont Blanc in France. Mont Blanc is 4800 meters

high. How high is Mount Yukon?
26. At a large high school it is estimated that two out of every three students have a cell phone, and one

in five of all students have a cell phone that is one year old or less. Out of the students who own a
cell phone, what proportion own a phone that is more than one year old?

27. The price of a Harry Potter Book on Amazon.com is $10.00. The same book is also available used
for $6.50. Find two ways to compare these prices.

28. To prepare for school, you purchased 10 notebooks for $8.79. How many notebooks can you buy for
$5.80?

29. It takes 1 cup mix and 3
4 cup water to make 6 pancakes. How much water and mix is needed to

make 21 pancakes?
30. Ammonia is a compound consisting of a 1:3 ratio of nitrogen and hydrogen atoms. If a sample

contains 1,983 hydrogen atoms, how many nitrogen atoms are present?
31. The Eagles have won 5 out of their last 9 games. If this continues, how many games will they have

won in the 63-game season?
32. Solve the train situation described earlier in this lesson.
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3.5 Scale and Indirect Measurement
We are occasionally faced with having to make measurements of things that would be difficult to measure
directly: the height of a tall tree, the width of a wide river, the height of the moon’s craters, even the
distance between two cities separated by mountainous terrain. In such circumstances, measurements can
be made indirectly, using proportions and similar triangles. Such indirect methods link measurement
with geometry and numbers. In this lesson, we will examine some of the methods for making indirect
measurements.

A map is a two-dimensional, geometrically accurate representation of a section of the Earth’s surface. Maps
are used to show, pictorially, how various geographical features are arranged in a particular area. The scale
of the map describes the relationship between distances on a map and the corresponding distances on the
earth’s surface. These measurements are expressed as a fraction or a ratio.
In the last lesson, you learned the different ways to write a fraction: using the fraction bar, a colon, and
in words. Outside of mathematics books, ratios are often written as two numbers separated by a colon (:).
Here is a table that compares ratios written in two different ways.

Table 3.2:

Ratio Is Read As Equivalent To

1:20 one to twenty
(

1
20

)
2:3 two to three

(
2
3

)
1:1000 one to one-thousand

(
1

1000

)

If a map had a scale of 1:1000 (‘‘one to one-thousand”), one unit of measurement on the map (1 inch or
1 centimeter for example) would represent 1000 of the same units on the ground. A 1:1 (one to one) map
would be a map as large as the area it shows!
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Example : Anne is visiting a friend in London, and is using the map above to navigate from Fleet Street
to Borough Road. She is using a 1:100,000 scale map, where 1 cm on the map represents 1 km in real life.
Using a ruler, she measures the distance on the map as 8.8 cm. How far is the real distance from the start
of her journey to the end?
The scale is the ratio of distance on the map to the corresponding distance in real life and can be written
as a proportion.

dist.on map
real dist. =

1
100, 000

By substituting known values, the proportion becomes:

8.8 cm
real dist.(x)

=
1

100, 000
Cross multiply.

880000 cm = x 100 cm = 1 m.

x = 8800 m 1000 m = 1 km.

The distance from Fleet Street to Borough Road is 8800 m or 8.8 km.
We could, in this case, use our intuition: the 1 cm = 1 km scale indicates that we could simply use our
reading in centimeters to give us our reading in km. Not all maps have a scale this simple. In general, you
will need to refer to the map scale to convert between measurements on the map and distances in real life!
Example 1: Oscar is trying to make a scale drawing of the Titanic, which he knows was 883 feet long.
He would like his drawing to be 1:500 scale. How long, in inches, must his sheet of paper be?
Solution: We can reason that since the scale is 1:500 that the paper must be 883

500 = 1.766 f eet long.
Converting to inches gives the length at 12(1.766) in = 21.192 in.
The paper should be at least 22 inches long.
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3.6 Percent Problems
A percent is a ratio whose denominator is 100. Before we can use percents to solve problems, let’s review
how to convert percents to decimals and fractions and vice versa.
To convert a decimal to a percent, multiply the decimal by 100.
Example: Convert 0.3786 to a percent.

0.3786 × 100 = 37.86%

To convert a percentage to a decimal, divide the percentage by 100.
Example: Convert 98.6% into a decimal.

98.6 ÷ 100 = 0.986

When converting fractions to percents, we can substitute x
100 for x%, where x is the unknown.

Example: Express 3
5 as a percent.

We start by representing the unknown as x% or x
100 .(3

5

)
=

x
100

Cross multiply.

5x = 100 · 3
5x = 300

x =
300
5

= 60 Divide both sides by 5 to solve for x.(3
5

)
= 60%

Now that you remember how to convert between decimals and percents, you are ready for The Percent
Equation.

The Percent Equation
part = % rate × base

The key words in a percent equation will help you translate it into a correct algebraic equation. Remember
the equal sign symbolizes the word ‘‘is” and the multiplication symbol symbolizes the word ‘‘of.”
Example 1: Find 30% of 85.
Solution: You are asked to find the part of 85 that is 30%. First, translate into an equation.

n = 30% × 85

Convert the percent to a decimal and simplify.

n = 0.30 × 85
n = 25.5

Example 2: 50 is 15% of what number?
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Solution: Translate into an equation.

50 = 15% × w

Rewrite the percent as a decimal and solve.

50 = 0.15 × w
50
.15

=
0.15 × w
.15

333
1
3

= w

For more help with the percent equation, watch this 4-minute video recorded by Ken’s MathWorld. How
to Solve Percent Equations (4:10)

Figure 3.7: http://KensMathWorld.com This video explains how to solve the three types of percent
equations. (Watch Youtube Video)

http://www.youtube.com/v/fLI7OZIxDtg?f=videosamp;c=ytapi-CK12Fo
undation-Flexrwikiimport-fg5akohk-0amp;d=AT8BNcsNZiISDLhsoSt-gq

IO88HsQjpE1a8d1GxQnGDmamp;app=youtube_gdata

Finding the Percent of Change
A useful way to express changes in quantities is through percents. You have probably seen signs such as
‘‘20% more free,” or ‘‘save 35% today.” When we use percents to represent a change, we generally use the
formula:

Percent change =
(
final amount - original amount

original amount

)
× 100%

A positive percent change would thus be an increase, while a negative change would be a decrease.
Example 3: A school of 500 students is expecting a 20% increase in students next year. How many
students will the school have?
Solution: Using the percent of change equation, translate the situation into an equation. Because the
20% is an increase, it is written as a positive value.
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Percent change =
(
final amount - original amount

original amount

)
× 100%

20% =
(
final amount − 500

500

)
× 100% Divide both sides by 100%.

Let x = final amount.

0.2 =
x − 500

500
Multiply both sides by 500.

100 = x − 500 Add 500 to both sides.
600 = x

The school will have 600 students next year.
Example 4: A $150 mp3 player is on sale for 30% off. What is the price of the player?
Solution: Using the percent of change equation, translate the situation into an equation. Because the
30% is a discount, it is written as a negative.

Percent change =
(
final amount - original amount

original amount

)
× 100%

( x − 150
150

)
· 100% = −30% Divide both sides by 100%.( x − 150
150

)
= −0.3% Multiply both sides by 150.

x − 150 = 150(−0.3) = −45 Add 150 to both sides.
x = −45 + 150
x = 105

The mp3 player will cost $105.
Many real situations involve percents. Consider the following.
In 2004, the US Department of Agriculture had 112071 employees, of which 87846 were Caucasian.
Of the remaining minorities, African-American and Hispanic employees had the two largest demographic
groups, with 11754 and 6899 employees respectively.∗

a) Calculate the total percentage of minority (non-Caucasian) employees at the USDA.
b) Calculate the percentage of African-American employees at the USDA.
c) Calculate the percentage of minority employees at the USDA who were neither African-American nor
Hispanic.
a) Use the percent equation Rate×Total = Part. The total number of employees is 112071. We know that
the number of Caucasian employees is 87846, which means that there must be (112071 − 87846) = 24225
non-Caucasian employees. This is the part.

Rate × 112071 = 24225 Divide both sides by 112071.
Rate ≈ 0.216 Multiply by 100 to obtain percent :
Rate ≈ 21.6%

Approximately 21.6% of USDA employees in 2004 were from minority groups.
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b) Total = 112071 Part = 11754

Rate × 112071 = 11754 Divide both sides by 112071.
Rate ≈ 0.105 Multiply by 100 to obtain percent :
Rate ≈ 10.5%

Approximately 10.5% of USDA employees in 2004 were African-American.
c) We now know there are 24225 non-Caucasian employees. That means there must be (24225 − 11754 −
6899) = 5572 minority employees who are neither African-American nor Hispanic. The part is 5572.

Rate × 112071 = 5572 Divide both sides by 112071.
Rate ≈ 0.05 Multiply by 100 to obtain percent.
Rate ≈ 5%

Approximately 5% of USDA minority employees in 2004 were neither African-American nor Hispanic.

Practice Set
Sample explanations for some of the practice exercises below are available by viewing the following video.
Note that there is not always a match between the number of the practice exercise in the video and the
number of the practice exercise listed in the following exercise set. However, the practice exercise is the
same in both. CK-12 Basic Algebra: Percent Problems (14:15)

Figure 3.8: Percent Problems from Chapter 3 of ck12.org Algebra I textbook (Watch Youtube Video)

http://www.youtube.com/v/1LtBcfk1uHg?f=videosamp;c=ytapi-CK12Fo
undation-Flexrwikiimport-fg5akohk-0amp;d=AT8BNcsNZiISDLhsoSt-gq

IO88HsQjpE1a8d1GxQnGDmamp;app=youtube_gdata

Express the following decimals as percents.

1. 0.011
2. 0.001
3. 0.91
4. 1.75
5. 20
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Express the following fractions as a percent (round to two decimal places when necessary).

6. 1
6

7. 5
24

8. 6
7

9. 11
7

10. 13
97

Express the following percentages as reduced fractions.

11. 11%
12. 65%
13. 16%
14. 12.5%
15. 87.5%

Find the following.

16. 32% of 600 is what number?
17. 3

4% of 16 is what number?
18. 9.2% of 500 is what number
19. 8 is 20% of what number?
20. 99 is 180% of what number?
21. What percent of 7.2 is 45?
22. What percent of 150 is 5?
23. What percent of 50 is 2500?
24. A realtor earns 7.5% commission on the sale of a home. How much commission does the realtor make

if the home sells for $215,000?
25. The fire department hopes to raise $30,000 to repair a fire house. So far the department has raised

$1,750.00. What percent is this of their goal?
26. A $49.99 shirt goes on sale for $29.99. By what percent was the shirt discounted?
27. A TV is advertised on sale. It is 35% off and has a new price of $195. What was the pre-sale price?
28. An employee at a store is currently paid $9.50 per hour. If she works a full year, she gets a 12% pay

rise. What will her new hourly rate be after the raise?
29. Store A and Store B both sell bikes, and both buy bikes from the same supplier at the same prices.

Store A has a 40% mark-up for their prices, while store B has a 90% mark-up. Store B has a
permanent sale and will always sell at 60% off those prices. Which store offers the better deal?

30. 788 students were surveyed about their favorite type of television show. 18% stated that their favorite
show was reality-based. How many students said their favorite show was reality-based?
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3.7 Problem-Solving Strategies: Use a Formula
Some problems are easily solved by applying a formula, such as The Percent Equation or the area of a
circle. In this lesson, you will include using formulas in your toolbox of problem-solving strategies.
An architect is designing a room that is going to be twice as long as it is wide. The total square footage of
the room is going to be 722 square feet. What are the dimensions in feet of the room?

This situation applies very well to a formula. The formula for the area of a rectangle is: A = l(w), where l =
length and w = width. From the situation, we know the length is twice as long as the width. Translating
this into an algebraic equation, we get:

A = (2w)w

Simplifying the equation: A = 2w2

Substituting the known value for A: 722 = 2w2

2x2 = 722 Divide both sides by 2.

x2 = 361 Take the square root of both sides.
x =

√
361 = 19

2x = 2 × 19 = 38
x = 19

The width is 19 feet and the length is 38 feet.

Practice Set
Sample explanations for some of the practice exercises below are available by viewing the following video.
Note that there is not always a match between the number of the practice exercise in the video and the
number of the practice exercise listed in the following exercise set. However, the practice exercise is the
same in both. CK-12 Basic Algebra: Word Problem Solving 3 (11:06)
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Figure 3.9: Word problem solving strategies from chapter 3 of ck12.org Algebra I book (Watch Youtube
Video)

http://www.youtube.com/v/LRKMoqrMbGw?f=videosamp;c=ytapi-CK12Fo
undation-Flexrwikiimport-fg5akohk-0amp;d=AT8BNcsNZiISDLhsoSt-gq

IO88HsQjpE1a8d1GxQnGDmamp;app=youtube_gdata

1. Patricia is building a sandbox for her daughter. It’s going to be five feet wide and eight feet long.
She wants the height of the sandbox to be four inches above the height of the sand. She has 30 cubic
feet of sand. How high should the sandbox be?

2. A 500-sheet stack of copy paper is 1.75 inches high. The paper tray on a commercial copy machine
holds a two foot high stack of paper. Approximately how many sheets is this?

3. It was sale day at Macy’s and everything was 20% less than the regular price. Peter bought a pair
of shoes, and using a coupon, got an additional 10% off the discounted price. The price he paid for
the shoes was $36. How much did the shoes cost originally?

4. Peter is planning to show a video file to the school at graduation, but he’s worried that the distance
that the audience sits from the speakers will cause the sound and the picture to be out of sync. If
the audience sits 20 meters from the speakers, what is the delay between the picture and the sound?
(The speed of sound in air is 340 meters per second).

5. Rosa has saved all year and wishes to spend the money she has on new clothes and a vacation. She
will spend 30% more on the vacation than on clothes. If she saved $1000 in total, how much money
(to the nearest whole dollar) can she spend on the vacation?

6. On a DVD, data is stored between a radius of 2.3 cm and 5.7 cm. Calculate the total area available
for data storage in square cm.

7. If a Blu-ray T M DVD stores 25 gigabytes (GB), what is the storage density, in GB per square cm ?
8. The volume of a cone is given by the formula Volume = πr2(h)

3 , where r = radius, and h = height
of cone. Determine the amount of liquid a paper cone can hold with a 1.5 inches diameter and a 5
inches height.

9. Consider the conversion 1 meter = 39.37 inches. How many inches are in a kilometer? (Hint: A
kilometer is equal to 1,000 meters)

10. Yanni’s motorcycle travels 108 miles/hour. 1 mph = 0.44704 meters/second. How many meters did
Yanni travel in 45 seconds?

11. The area of a rectangle is given by the formula A = l(w). A rectangle has an area of 132 square
centimeters and a length of 11 centimeters. What is the perimeter of the rectangle?

12. The surface area of a cube is given by the formula: S ur f aceArea = 6x2, where x = side of the cube.
Determine the surface area of a die with a 1 inch side length.
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3.8 Inequalities
Sometimes Things Are Not Equal
In some cases there are multiple answers to a problem or the situation requires something that is not
exactly equal to another value. When a mathematical sentence involves something other than an equal
sign, an inequality is formed.
Definition: An algebraic inequality is a mathematical sentence connecting an expression to a value,
variable, or another expression with an inequality sign.
Listed below are the most common inequality signs.
> ‘‘greater than”
≥ ‘‘greater than or equal to”
≤ ‘‘less than or equal to”
< ‘‘less than”
, ‘‘not equal to”
Below are several examples of inequalities.

3x < 5
3x
4
≥ x

2
− 3 4 − x ≤ 2x

Example 5: Translate the following into an inequality: Avocados cost $1.59 per pound. How many pounds
of avocados can be purchased for less than $7.00?
Solution: Choose a variable to represent the number of pounds of avocados purchased, say a.

1.59(a) < 7

You will be asked to solve this inequality in the exercises

Checking the Solution to an Inequality
Unlike equations, inequalities typically have more than one solution. Checking solutions to inequalities are
more complex than checking solutions to equations. The key to checking a solution to an inequality is to
choose a number that occurs within the solution set.
Example 6: Check m ≤ 10 is a solution to 4m + 30 ≤ 70.
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Solution: If the solution set is true, any value less than or equal to 10 should make the original inequality
true.
Choose a value less than 10, say 4. Substitute this value for the variable m.

4(4) + 30
16 + 30
46 ≤ 70

The value found when m = 4 is less than 70. Therefore, the solution set is true.
Why was the value 10 not chosen? Endpoints are not chosen when checking an inequality because the
direction of the inequality needs to be tested. Special care needs to be taken when checking the solutions
to an inequality.

Practice Set
Sample explanations for some of the practice exercises below are available by viewing the following video.
Note that there is not always a match between the number of the practice exercise in the video and the
number of the practice exercise listed in the following exercise set. However, the practice exercise is the
same in both. CK-12 Basic Algebra: Equations and Inequalities (16:11)

Figure 3.10: Equations and Inequalities (Watch Youtube Video)
http://www.ck12.org/flexbook/embed/view/712

1. Define solution.
2. What is the difference between an algebraic equation and an algebraic inequality? Give an example
of each.

3. What are the five most common inequality symbols?

For exercises 16 – 19, check that the given number is a solution to the corresponding inequality.

16. x = 12; 2(x + 6) ≤ 8x
17. z = −9; 1.4z + 5.2 > 0.4z
18. y = 40; −5

2y + 1
2 < −18

19. t = 0.4; 80 ≥ 10(3t + 2)
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Directions: For problems 1-4, graph each inequality on the given number line.
1. x < −3

2. x > −5

3. n ≤ 2

4. 1 ≤ n

Directions: For problems 5-6, solve each inequality and then graph its solution on the given number line.
5. x + 3 > 9

6. n ÷ (−4) ≥ 2

Directions: Solve each inequality.
7. x + 4 < 10

8. x − 3 ≥ 7

9. b + 5 ≤ 15

10. a − 7 ≥ 14

11. 4y > 20

12. 6x ≤ 18

13. −4y < −12

14. −5x < −20

15. x
2 > 10
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16. x
5 ≤ 6

17. 2x + 5 ≥ 7

18. 3y − 2 ≤ 4

19. 3a − 7 > 11

20. 2b + 9 < 39

21. −3(x − 4) < 21

22. 4x − (10x + 5) ≥ −2x + 7

23. 5(2x − 6) + 4 ≤ 3(4x + 1) − 7

Directions: Solve each problem.
21. Emma bought a fruit smoothie at a juice shop for t dollars, including tax. Emma paid with a $10 bill.
She received less than $5 in change.
a. Write an inequality to represent t, the number of dollars, including tax, that Emma paid for the fruit
smoothie.
b. List three possible values of t.
22. Kiet has 16 juice boxes for a family picnic and needs to buy more. Juice boxes are sold in packages of
8.
a. Write an inequality to represent p, the number of packages of juice boxes Kiet needs to buy in order to
have at least 40 juice boxes total for the picnic.
b. If Kiet buys 4 packages of juice boxes, will that be enough?
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3.9 Chapter 3 Review
Evaluate the following expressions.

13. 3y(7 − (z − y)); use y = −7, and z = 2
14. m+3n−p

4 ; use m = 9, n = 7, and p = 2

15. |p| −
(

n
2

)3; use n = 2, and p = 3
16. |v − 21|, v = −70

Choose an appropriate variable to describe the situation.

17. The number of candies you can eat in a day
18. The number of tomatoes a plant can grow
19. The number of cats at a humane society
20. The amount of snow on the ground
21. The number of water skiers on a lake
22. The number of geese migrating south
23. The number of people at a trade show

The surface area of a sphere is found by the formula A = 4πr2. Determine the surface area for the following
radii.

24. radius = 10 inches
25. radius = 2.4 cm
26. diameter = 19 meters
27. radius = 0.98 mm
28. diameter = 5.5 inches

Insert parentheses to make a true equation:

29. 1 + 2 · 3 + 4 = 15
30. 5 · 3 − 2 = 6 = 35
31. 3 + 1 · 7 − 22 · 9 − 7 = 24
32. 4 + 6 · 2 · 5 − 3 = 40
33. 32 + 2 · 7 − 4 = 33

Translate the following into an algebraic equation or inequality.

34. Thirty-seven more than a number is 612
35. The product of u and -7 equals 343
36. The quotient of k and 18
37. Eleven less than a number is 43
38. A number divided by -9 is -78
39. The difference between 8 and h is 25
40. The product of 8 -2, and r
41. Four plus m is less than or equal to 19
42. Six is less than c
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43. Forty-two less than y is greater than 57

Write the pattern shown in the table with words and with an algebraic equation.
44.

Movies watched 0 1 2 3 4 5
Total time 0 1.5 3 4.5 6 7.5

45. A case of donuts is sold by the half-dozen. Suppose 168 people purchase cases of donuts. How many
individual donuts have been sold?

46. Write an inequality to represent the situation: Peter’s Lawn Mowing Service charges $10 per mowing
job and $35 per landscaping job. Peter earns at least $8,600 each summer.

Check that the given number is a solution to the given equation or inequality.

47. t = 0.9, 54 ≤ 7(9t + 5)
48. f = 2; f + 2 + 5 f = 14
49. p = −6; 4p − 5p ≤ 5

Solve the following questions using the 4-step problem-solving plan.

55. Together, the Raccoons and the Pelicans won 38 games. If the Raccoons won 13 games, how many
games did the Pelicans win?

56. Elmville has 250 fewer people than Maplewood. Elmville has 900 people. How many people live in
Maplewood?

57. The cell phone Bonus Plan gives you 4 times as many minutes as the Basic Plan. The Bonus Plan
gives you a total of 1200 minutes. How many minutes does the Basic Plan give?

58. Margarite exercised for 24 minutes each day for a week. How many total minutes did Margarite
exercise?

59. The downtown theater costs $1.50 less than the mall theater. Each ticket at the downtown theater
costs $8. How much do tickets at the mall theater?

60. Mega Tape has 75 more feet of tape than every-day tape. A roll of Mega Tape has 225 feet of tape.
How many feet does every-day tape have?

61. In bowling DeWayne got 3.5 times as many strikes as Junior. If DeWayne got 28 strikes, how many
strikes did Junior get?

62. Choose an appropriate variable for the following situation: It takes Lily 45 minutes to bathe and
groom a dog. How many dogs can she groom in an 9-hour day?

63. Translate the following into an algebraic inequality: Fourteen less than twice a number is greater
than or equal to 16.

64. Write the pattern of the table below in words and using an algebraic equation.

− 2 − 1 0 1
− 8 − 4 0 4

65. Check if m = 4 is a solution to 3y − 11 ≥ −3.
Solve for the variable.

1. a + 11.2 = 7.3
2. 9.045 + j = 27
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3. 11 = b + 5
7

4. −22 = −3 + k
5. −9 = n − 6
6. −6 + l = −27
7. s

2 = −18
8. 29 = e

27
9. u ÷ −66 = 11
10. −5 f = −110
11. 76 = −19p
12. −h = −9
13. q+1

11 = −2
14. −2 − 2m = −22
15. −5 + d

6 = −7
16. 32 = 2b − 3b + 5b
17. 9 = 4h + 14h
18. u − 3u − 2u = 144
19. 2i + 5 − 7i = 15
20. −10 = t + 15 − 4t
21. 1

2k − 16 + 21
2k = 0

22. −1543
120 = 3

5 x + 11
4

(
−11

5 x + 8
5

)
23. −5.44x + 5.11(7.3x + 2) = −37.3997 + 6.8x
24. −5(5r + 7) = 25 + 5r
25. −7p + 37 = 2(−6p + 1)
26. 3(−5y − 4) = −6y − 39
27. 5(a − 7) + 2(a − 3(a − 5)) = 0

Write the following comparisons as ratios. Simplify when appropriate.

28. 10 boys to 25 students
29. 96 apples to 42 pears
30. $600 to $900
31. 45 miles to 3 hours

Write the following as a unit rate.

32. $4.99 for 16 ounces of turkey burger
33. 40 computers to 460 students
34. 18 teachers to 98 students
35. 48 minutes to 15 appointments

Solve the proportion.

36. Solve for n : − 6
n−7 = − 2

n+1

37. Solve for x : −9
5 = x−7

x+10

38. Solve for b : 5b
12 = 3

11
39. Solve for n : −12

n = 5
2n+6

Write the decimal as a percent.
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40. 0.4567
41. 2.01
42. 0.005
43. 0.043

Write each percent as a decimal.

44. 23.5%
45. 0.08%
46. 0.025%
47. 125.4%

Write each percent as a fraction.

48. 78%
49. 11.2%
50. 10.5%
51. 33.3̄%

Solve using the Percent Equation.

52. 32.4 is 45% of what number?
53. 58.7 is what percent of 1,000?
54. What is 12% of 78?
55. The original price is $44 and the markup is 20%. What is the new price?
56. An item originally priced $240 has a 15% discount. What is the new price?
57. A pair of shoes originally priced $89.99 is discounted to $74.99. What is the percent of markdown?
58. A salon’s haircut rose in price from $10 to $14. What is the percent of markup?
59. An item costing c dollars decreased $48, resulting in a 30% markdown. What was the original price?
60. The width of a rectangle is 15 units less than its length. The perimeter of the rectangle is 98 units.

What is the rectangle’s length?
61. George took a cab from home to a job interview. The cab fare was $4.00 plus $0.25 per mile. His

total fare was $16.75. How many miles did he travel?
62. The sum of twice a number and 38 is 124. What is the number?
63. The perimeter of a square parking lot is 260 yards. What are the dimensions of the parking lot?
64. A restaurant charges $3.79 for 1

8 of a pie. At this rate, how much does the restaurant charge for the
entire pie?

65. A 60-watt light bulb consumes 0.06 kilowatts/hour of energy. How long was the bulb left on if it
consumed 5.56 kilowatts/hour of energy?

66. A 61
2 foot tall car casts a 33.2 foot shadow. Next to the car is an elephant casting a 51.5 foot shadow.

How tall is the elephant?
67. Two cities are 87 miles apart. How far would they be on a map with a scale of 5 inches : 32 miles?
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